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1.

Aliens In… King Arthur’s England
Sniggle and Snert are observing the famous “Sword in the Stone”.
Merlin the wizard is seen in the distance background watching
intently. One alien questions the other, as he scratches his head.
“This is a joke…right, like that half shilling glued to the castle gate?”

2.

Aliens In…An Election Year
Both are watching a political ad on TV and one is scratching his head.
“Since each candidate has pointed out how really bad the other is, why
would anyone vote for either in the election?”

3.

Aliens In…Kansas
Both are watching as a tornado goes by in the distance and a
political ad is on TV.
“Snert, the way they tell it…We’re not in Kansas anymore!”

4.

Aliens In…Election Year Confusion
Both aliens are hovering in their little saucer near a large
billboard. The sign reads:
Re-elect Four Term Senator Werner Bradford to the U.S. Senate.
HIS RECORD SPEAKS FOR ITSELF!
“Sniggle, how can anyone consider this fellow based on his record or do
humans just think he looks good for the job?”

Fellow has overdone hair style, big smile, and broad shiny teeth.
Football athlete-type. Square Superman chin.

5.

Aliens In…Retirement Home Setting
Little saucer is parked behind a stand of thick trees to left as
the alien pair observe old people in numerous chairs on the lawn
and on the porch of Shady Rest Retirement Home. Most look sad
and lonely while a few white coat caretakers are in a group
smoking and socializing with each other.
“Snert, how can younger humans learn wisdom when these people are stuck
away and forgotten?”

6.

Aliens In…A Zone
Both aliens are observing a cluster of “Free Zone” signs and a
large political billboard just behind the signs. Signs read: Drug
Free Zone, Gun Free Zone, No Loitering Zone and School Zone.
Both have little smiles on their faces.
“Sniggle, what do you think humans would think of our Politician Free
Zone back home…remember, Planet Zyoittek and the moon Zyoitunk?”

7.

Aliens In…The Yukon Gold Rush
Both aliens are observing numerous river miners panning for gold.
Tall mountains with snow are in distance with several moose
nearby.
“Snert, are you sure it would violate the Galactic Treaty of 2,000,000 XYK if
we let them use our Molecular Ion Distraction Assimilator to find gold?
They all look so tired.”

8.

Aliens In…South LA
Their small saucer is parked in the shadows of a back alley and
both are standing outside observing a drive-by shooting. The
victim is literately filled with holes as a gang banger leans out of
a window of a car firing at the fellow.
“No, no, no Snert!!! I tell you it is some sort of religious
sacrifice…otherwise it makes no sense at all!”

9.

Aliens In…The Globe Theatre
Both aliens are looking around a back curtain observing a
Shakespearian play as the lines “To be or not to be…that is the
question.”
“Sniggle, if that is the question, what is the answer? Human logic escapes
me.”

10.

Aliens In…England during WWII
Both aliens are intently listening to an ancient console radio with
Winston Churchill’s speech rolling forth: “The only thing to
fear…is fear itself!” The tall Big Ben clock tower is seen out the
window in the distance… London
“Snert, that fellow certainly has never been to Planet Qwkyzrl during the
mating season of Killer Zunklerxes!”

Sniggle has his finger raised in exclamation.
11.

Aliens In…New Orleans during Mardi Gras
Both Aliens are peaking out from a dark corner alley observing
weirdly costumed Mardi Gras parade.
“Almost looks like the coronation ceremony of Rolf XIk back on planet
Dlcrkxyt, except for fewer Xuzzlenits. Then again…”

12.

Aliens In…Washington, D.C.
Both are standing in the Lincoln Memorial at the foot of Lincoln,
looking up.
“Snert, according to the proper use of human English you cannot refer to this
human as Stoned.”

13.

Aliens In…Arkansas
Two humans are running away from UFO saucer, looking scared
passed a sign that reads: “Welcome to Arkansas”. In the saucer
porthole window Sniggle is holding up a test tube and Snert is
commenting:
“How is it genetically possible for every human in Arkansas to be a first
cousin?”

14.

Aliens In…Hollywood
Sniggle and Snert are walking on a Hollywood set, well behind
props and scenery, but get discovered by a director with a
megaphone. Their saucer is on top of a large soundstage
somewhat out of sight.
“Get out of our costumes? But, I tell you, we are not in the movie War of the
Asteroids. We just missed our bus tour of the set.”

15.

Aliens In…Lunar Orbit
Sniggle is looking out porthole window of saucer at very close the
Moon’s surface. Ancient buildings, crashed saucers, old twisted
towers litter the landscape of craters. Snert is standing beside
him with camera in hand.
“Snert, better take pictures now since NASA’s new “Special Addition” close
-up maps of the Moon will be out soon and these things won’t be too visible
after that.”

16.

Aliens In…a Sheep Pen
Big fluffy sheep are marching into barn. Snert is looking at a poor,
newly sheared sheep coming out of barn. His head is hung low.
Their saucer is far in the distance on a low hill; pasture land.
“Sniggle, I tell you it is some sort of child-like punishment. Just look how
depressed he is.”

17.

Aliens In…a Used Car Lot
“Sniggle, I know it’s really cool, but the warranty service on Galaxico III is
entirely unsatisfactory!”

One alien sits in used Corvette while the other stands by the
diver’s door lecturing. Salesman is scratching his head. Saucer is
parked in parking lot with other cars.
18.

Aliens In…a New Car Showroom
“Sniggle, I tell you teleporting this Earth thing back to Galaxico III violates
the Treaty of Zympligliff K2 at least twice!”

One alien next to new car, the other in the driver’s seat. Driver
looks sad. Salesman look clueless. Saucer is in parking lot outside.
19.

Aliens In…Milwaukee
“Snert, I heard a radio transmission from 1972 last week that said this
beverage made this city famous.”

Aliens next to “Welcome to Milwaukee” sign toasting with long
necks, next to saucer.
20.

Aliens In…Casablanca
“Of all the gin-joints in all the galaxy, I meet you here…” “You watch too
many old Earth films!”

Aliens are in the famous bar toasting while Bogie is next to them
at the bar and Bergman is walking in. Saucer is visible thru a
window outside.
21.

Aliens In…Dodge City
“I tell you Snert, he does this EVERY week and never misses!”

22.

Matt Dillon shooting man in street (Opening to Gunsmoke) Miss
Kitty on porch of Long Branch while saucer sticks out of Livery
Stable down street and Aliens stand in front of swinging bar room
doors watching.
Aliens In…a West Texas Wind Farm
“Okay, Sniggle! Now you satisfied seeing Texas from 100 feet up?”

Saucer with two aliens visible inside stuck on the tip of giant wind
turbine in a wind turbine farm in West Texas.
23.

Aliens In…the Ball Park
“Sniggle, this idea to broadcast the game back to Galaxico III might leave
the wrong impression…the BALL is dead, not the runner!”

Aliens at microphone in ball park press box…game on the field.
24.

Aliens In…the Ball Park
“Sniggle, the game is NOT unfair just because one side has nine men and the
other has only one…remember, that one has a club, the rest do not!”

Aliens watching baseball in the stands. Saucer is in the parking lot
with all the other cars.
25.

Aliens In…the Football Stadium
“I tell you Snert, the ball got that way from excessive dynamic pressure
making it have pointy ends…just look at how big those guys are!”

Alien pointing to Jumbo Tron picture of football close-up in grip
of big player.
26.

Aliens In…Texas
“This must be a very religious part of the country – their sacrificial burnt
offerings are very popular!”

Saucer parked by large BBQ sign with giant plate of ribs and
arrow pointing to little BBQ café nearby…large number of Bubba
trucks parked there. Alien is pointing at sign while talking to
other alien.
27.

Aliens In…Coal Country
“If they would just use element 115 for power like Bob Lazzar told them
they could do less dangerous work.”

Miners leaving mine work area, dirty, headlamps glowing, sad
looking and tired while Aliens look on from behind a bush. Saucer
is behind them on hill.
28.

Aliens In…Austin, Texas
“If Willie Nelson is a country music god, what are his followers called?”

Aliens looking at billboard with ACL announcement and Willie
Nelson with audience clapping. Saucer with aliens inside , visible
hovering next to it.
29.

Aliens In…the Grand Canyon
“I know Snert, it would have taken only seven days to create this on Glaxico
III, but remember, each day there is 187,000 Earth days…”

Saucer is parked on lookout and aliens are standing by it looking
at Grand Canyon scene.
30.

Aliens In…the 30’s Prohibition
“People never shoe-leg whisky, just boot-leg…not sure why; maybe boots
hold more.”

Old 1930’s cars, guys with Tommy guns, hoods, flatbed trucks
loaded with bottles and partly covered with tarps outside old
dilapidate warehouse. Aliens looking out from under a truck tarp.
Saucer is behind warehouse.

31.

Aliens In…Atlantis
“They just laughed at me when I told them people in the future would not
even believe they ever existed…”

Sad looking alien in saucer with other one as they lift off from a
futuristic city floating on the ocean.
32.

Aliens In…the New World
“So you are telling me the Chief just told the European not to smoke tobacco
too much: ‘All things in Moderation’ but, he was not understood?

One alien questioning the other as they watch a Peace Pipe
Ceremony with a New England “Miles Standish” type European and
a local Native Chief. They are behind a bush next to their saucer.
European has large smile on face…really enjoying pipe.
33.

Aliens In…a Department Store
“So Sniggle, tell me again why you think Teddy Bears remind you of the
Vampire Ghouls on GimlotXT3?”

One alien is hiding behind the other peeking out with fear on his
face, as they look at a pile of stuffed Teddy Bears. Saucer is
parked next to cars just outside.
34.

Aliens In… Suburbia
“Remember how they recycled and recycled on Triton III until everything
was completely worn out and nothing worked?”

Big Billboard of Planet earth wrapped up in waste paper
with :”Don’t Throw It all Away” and big word: Recycle. Saucer is
hovering near sign with both aliens visible and suburbia extending
far into the distance.
35.

Aliens In…Antarctica

“I do not think they are copying British butlers in coats and tails…these
fellows probably thought of it first.”

Saucer parked on ice with aliens next to it being “greeted” by
Emperor penguins in “tux” feather suits.
36.

Aliens In…Hyperspace
“Pull up, pull up – otherwise you might knock ancient Rome into Central
Park or Manhattan!”

Jumble of historical places and events as they fly through them.
Wild look on one of the aliens. Saucer dodging back and forth to
avoid colliding with history.
37.

Aliens In…Hyperspace
“Okay, you happy? You just HAD to stay a bit too long at the first Space
Shuttle Launch….now, we’ve missed the parting of the red Sea!”

Lecturing to Sniggle with jumble of historical events flying by.
Egyptian army floating in the sea with horse heads poking up from
the waters everywhere as saucer flies over head. Moses and
followers with backs to sea walking away.
38.

Aliens In…the Bermuda Triangle
“What do you mean you are lost? Don’t tell Charles Berlitz or he’ll write a
book on this little situation and claim ALIENS were involved!”

Saucer flying low over ocean and palm treed islands. One alien id
looking at other in saucer.
39.

Aliens In…Hyperspace
“You mean to tell me you forgot to pack extra Time? There’s none here and
we just can’t stop at some gas station and fill up you know!”

Saucer if flying through jumble of historical events as one alien
lectures the other.

40.

Aliens In…Texas Oil Country
“No Sniggle, those are not poor copies of the Eiffel Tower or launch
towers!”

Field full of oil derricks as they fly low over TX oil field.
41.

Aliens In…the South Pasture
“I really do not think you can ride him like a horse and use those for steering;
although he IS call a steer…”

Old Longhorn bull with big horns pawing ground in front of aliens
next to saucer…no fear or sense!
42.

Aliens In…a Theater
“It’s some form of modern mythology, but I’m sure the big one is part flying
mammal and the little one, part bird – sparrow most likely.”

Both aliens in a movie theatre…no saucer visible.
43.

Aliens In…the Inner City
“Snert, why do these humans keep animals on chains – like the ones over
there what would very much like to eat us for lunch?”

Rough part of inner city, drug dealers in fur collared coats,
Dobermans and Pit Bulls on leashes straining to get to aliens who
are retreating up the steps of a poor brownstone. Saucer is seen
in ally on the next block.
44.

Aliens In…a Pickle
“I am fairly certain this machine just does not recognize pure gold credits
from Galixaco III. Perhaps we may barter them for a pizza next door.”

ATM is next to pizza shop. Two hungry aliens ready to barter
pure gold “credits” for pizza. Saucer is parked in a standard
parking space near by.

45.

Aliens In…the Arlington National Cemetery
“Humans mystify me – they honor the solders who have died and neglect
those who remain alive.”

46.

Aliens In…Detroit
“Very strange this car business with new models each year – Galaxico III’s
transport vehicles last 20,000 years and then they still make great trade-ins!”

47.

Aliens In…Wonder
“With the major religions of Earth seeming to be in constant conflict,
perhaps they should convene a meeting to work out who is correct…”

48.

Aliens In…an Asylum
“Is it not curious that humans once revered prophets but, now they just
hospitalize and drug them…”

49.

Saucer behind a large hedge with both aliens peeking out to
observe the “White Coats” leading a Moses-like fellow away. Sign
reads State Mental Facilities.
Aliens In…the Skies Over Roswell, NM
“Come on Snert, let me make just one more low pass over the city for old
time’s sake.”

Aliens buzzing the city of Roswell while people are looking up and
pointing in the streets.
50.

Aliens In…Hillbilly Hollar
“Sniggle, I am quite certain he is not in possession of an Antique AntiMatter Rail Gun!”

Saucer has landed (aliens inside) near old hillbilly shack while old
scraggly man with very old and very long “squirrel rife musket”
approaches the craft ready for anything.

51.

Aliens In…a Local County Fair Arcade
“Perhaps you do not understand – I do not need to ‘Try My Luck’ – my
Quantum Flux Generator eliminates such a need….”

Confused carnival arcade “barker” stares at the two aliens as one
presents a weird gizmo as proof of his claim.
52.

Aliens In…a New Car Show
“You mean I can not change the color of the paint whenever I wish?”

Confused look on car show person’s face…glitter and glitz in
background of auditorium.
53.

Aliens In…A New Car Show
“If memory serves me correctly regarding human history, tires and wheels
continues until about 2173…or was it ’71?”

Aliens are seeing their reflections in wheel covers of new car at
Big Car Show in auditorium.
54.

Aliens In…A New Car Show
“Yes, Sniggle, I agree it is sad humans never learn to power these things
with Quantum Wave Flux Generators…Would be so much more efficient.

Aliens stand off a bit from all the glitz and glitter surveying the
scene and commenting to each other.
55.

Aliens In…a Very, Very Rock Quarry
“How inefficient – even the Pharaoh’s engineers knew about anti-gravity –
how could humans forget so much in only 5,000 years?”

Aliens are standing off from the quarry on a low hill beside
saucer observing huge earth moving machines (in modern time).

56.

Aliens In…a Candle Factory
“Well, Sniggle…I guess one could call these things vertical flashlights, but
they have no batteries.”

Aliens staring at a long lit taper candle..commenting…nice shop in
background.
57.

Aliens In…Detroit
“Where have all the people and factories gone? It’s changed so much since
we visited in the 1940’s!”

Aliens staring at old empty buildingsand vacant houses with
graffiti.
58.

Aliens In…a Circus Tent
“Perhaps we should provide the elephants with an Emotion-to-Speech
Translator so they can explain their objections to this treatment.”

Aliens staring at poor, sad elephants forced to do stupid circus
tricks.
59.

Aliens In…a Country and Western Bar
“Snert, perhaps you can explain to me one more time why humans enjoy
destroying their brain and liver cells with the excessive use of intoxicating
beverages.”

Drunks on bar floor and at bar slapping each other on their backs
and hoisting long necks…aliens look on…saucer parked in lot next
to monster truck.

60.

Aliens In…a Flag Pole Fly By
“Snert, flags intrigue me – they blow sideways here, not down like they do
back on Glaxacio III..”

Aliens looking at a flagpole and flag..
61.

Aliens In…a Fly Over of Main Street, USA
“Snert, how could people have forgotten so much about what is safe and
healthy to consume as food?”

Aliens buzzing Main Street with endless fast food places and
signs “5 Meat Monster Burgers with 2 Pounds of Fries… only
$39.95.
62.

Aliens In…a Bind
“But officer…this license is valid on 27 worlds and 13 asteroids…I was
actually just keeping up with the traffic….”

63.

Officer is writing a ticket, unimpressed with explanation…saucer
dome is hinged open with both aliens trying to explain…car and
saucer
Aliens In…an Evening Fly By of a Drive-In Movie
“He was just to dramatic and serious…”

Aliens hovering near drive-in movie screen watching Michael Rene
as Clatu the Alien in “The Day the Earth Stood Still”.

